1. Welcome/President’s Report 2014/15 (Annette)

- THANKS to Secretary General Sandra who took over from Kai in 2015 after he had announced in Qatar that he had to give up his position.

- JUNIOR SCHOLARS are represented by Marit Nybelius. ISHPES gives awards and a financial travel support to Junior Scholars and organizes special workshops as well as social gatherings.

- AWARDS 2015:
  - ISHPES Award to Rudolf Müllner (University of Vienna)
  - Routledge Keynote to Susan Bandy (Ohio State University)
  - Gigliola Gori Junior Scholar Award to Dario Nardini (Università degli Studi di Siena)
- **UPCOMING EVENTS:**
  - PhD Summer School organized by Gertrud Pfister at the University of Copenhagen: As every year, we promote and financially support the event.
  - Conference of the Transnational Study Group of Gender and Sport in Basel, Switzerland, 26-28 November 2015
  - Ski history conference in St. Christof at the Arlberg, organized by our member Christof Thöny, 10-14 December 2015

- **PUBLICATIONS:**
  - So far: 3 special issues of *The International Journal of the History of Sport* (IJHS) have been published with papers from our congresses, the participants can submit their papers again this year.
  - The publication committee of ISHPES makes a first selection of the papers during the congress (keynote papers included). Additionally, the participants can propose their papers to be published by submitting them to be evaluated via the Routledge ScholarOne Manuscripts online submission system (deadline: the end of the year).
  - The winner of the Gigliola Gori Junior Scholar Award will continue to be published in *Stadion*. This way ISHPES is connected to two international sport history journals.
  - For this conference ISHPES has the possibility to publish 5 papers in the journal *Kinesiology* (impact factor).

2. **Secretary General’s Report (Sandra)**
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3. **Collaboration with Routledge (Annette)**
   - Routledge Award
   - Junior Scholar Book Prize for the best presentation
   - Free access for members to the online issues of the IJHS

- Russell Field: idea of establishing a long-term membership: 5-years for instance
4. **Statutes (Malcolm)**
   - Revised statues for the organization were approved.
   - The ISHPES Statutes can be read [here](#).

5. **ISHPES Homepage, H-Sports, Bulletin (Heather/Annette)**
   - ISHPES facebook and twitter account
   - Importance of H-Sport on H-Net (1100 scholars)
   - News on the ISHPES homepage:
     - Search-Button
     - About-History (history of ISHPES)
   - Cessation of the ISHPES Bulletin --> unanimously adapted

6. **Future ISHPES Congresses (Pierre-Olaf/Annette)**
   - Paris 2016, date: 29 June till 2 July
   - topic: "Sites of Sport in History"
   - organizers: University Paris-East Marne-la-Vallée, National architecture school of Paris, French Society for Sports History
   - Partners: Université Paris-Est, LABEX Futurs urbains, Conseil régional d’Ile-de-France
   - fees: 300 EUR registration fee, 150 EUR student fee
   - Congress 2017: probably in Egypt
   - Congress 2018: possibly in Turkey (to be decided by the council)